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Introduction
According to NIST [1] , "cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction". Such a definition is quite general, and is not bound to any specific enabling technology or hardware and software implementation.
Cloud resources are presented to users according to one of three different delivery or service models:
• Software as a Service (SaaS) . The service provided to users is to employ the provider's applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from different client devices through either a program interface or a thin client interface, such as a web browser. Users can at most manage limited user-specific application configuration.
• Platform as a Service (PaaS) . The service provided to users is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure their own applications developed using languages, libraries, and tools supported by the provider. Users have control over the deployed applications and possibly configuration settings.
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) . The service provided to users is to provision fundamental computing resources (processing, storage, networks, etc.) where users are able to deploy and run arbitrary software, such as operating systems and applications. Users have control over operating systems, storage, and deployed applications; and possibly limited control of network configuration (e.g., host firewalls or IP address reservation).
Depending on the way in which resources are organized and made available to users, we can distinguish between four different deployment models:
• Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization.
• Community cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of users from organizations that have shared concerns.
• Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some combination of them.
• Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability. While private and community cloud infrastructures may be owned, managed, and operated by the organizations, a third party, or some combination of them, and may exist on or off premises, public clouds exist on the premises of the cloud provider.
The Open Cloud Manifesto [2] , with its motto "dedicated to the belief that the cloud should be open", puts openness as one of the core principles of cloud computing, thus complementing the NIST model by envisioning a long-running perspective based on openness.
In this paper we analyze Eucalyptus Community [3] , an open-source cloud-computing framework delivering the IaaS model and running under the Linux operating system. Eucalyptus Community exhibits openness in at least two important ways: in source code and in the adopted Amazon EC2
[4] and S3 [5] application programming interfaces (API), which have a public specification. The developers present Eucalyptus as "a framework that uses computational and storage infrastructure commonly available to academic research groups to provide a platform that is modular and open to experimental instrumentation and study" [3] . Openness in source code allows us to fully study, experiment, customize and enhance such a framework.
The aim of this work is to present the results of our analysis and to propose some enhancements that, in our opinion, can make Eucalyptus Community Cloud even more attractive for building both private and community cloud infrastructures, but also with an eye toward public clouds. In Section 2 we present an overview of the Eucalyptus Community open-source cloud-computing framework, its design and its main functionality. Section 3 describes Eucalyptus out-of-the-box configuration, and points out some of its limitations. In Section 4 we discuss a number of enhancements aimed at mitigating some of the bottlenecks and some experiments showing how it is possible to take advantage of different underlying hardware and software resources. Section 5 tackles the problem of porting an external physical or virtual machine into Eucalyptus since, in our experience, this can be the nightmare of advanced users wishing to run their own virtual machine images. At last, Section 6 draws some conclusions.
Eucalyptus overview
In Eucalyptus Community, the IaaS delivery model is accomplished by providing virtual machines [6] to users: the framework provides a number of high level management services and integrates them with the lower level virtualization services found in many recent distributions of the Linux operating system. The system allows users to start, control, access, and terminate entire virtual machines. Virtual machines (VM or guests or instances) run somewhere on the physical machines (PM or hosts) that belong to the underlying physical cloud infrastructure.
Eucalyptus Community has a flexible and modular architecture with a hierarchical design as depicted in Figure 1 . Each high level component is implemented as a stand-alone Web service [7] :
• Node Controller (NC) runs on a PM and controls the execution, inspection, and termination of VM instances on the host where it runs.
• Cluster Controller (CC) schedules and monitors VM execution on specific node controllers, as well as manages virtual instance network.
• Storage Controller (SC) is optionally associated to a cluster controller and is responsible for the management (allocation, use and deletion) of virtual disks that can be attached to VM instances; virtual disks (or volumes) are off-instance storage that persists independently of the life of an instance.
• Walrus is a put/get storage service, providing a simple mechanism for storing and accessing virtual machine images and user data.
• Cloud Controller (CLC) is the entry-point for users and administrators; it queries cluster controllers for information about resources (instances, images, volumes, etc.), makes high level scheduling decisions, and manages user credentials and authentication. PMs running the node controller service are grouped into one or more independent clusters, where each cluster is managed by a cluster controller and optionally coupled to a storage controller; all cluster controllers are coordinated by one cloud controller, while one Walrus service provides storage for all virtual machine images and optional user data. User interaction involves the cloud controller for VM and volume management through the EC2 API, and Walrus for the management of VM images and user files through the S3 API; the access to VMs from the network (e.g. login via secure shell) is transparently granted or denied by the cluster controllers based on the security policies (or access groups) specified by users.
Users can interact with Eucalyptus Community either through command line tools such as euca2ools [8] or s3cmd [9] or web browsers plug-ins such as Hybridfox [10] . In addition, the CLC publishes a web interface for user registration and credentials generation.
Eucalyptus out-of-the-box configuration
Eucalyptus Community Cloud (ECC) provides a standard out-of-the-box configuration for the lower level virtualization services to allow a simple set-up of the cloud infrastructure. Such configuration affects mainly the node controllers which are responsible of the bare execution of VMs. The out-of-the-box configuration discussed here is by no means the only possible, as we are going to show in the next section, but it represents a simple and reasonable starting point. In this section we cover the details which we consider most relevant, and point out some of the correlated limitations and bottlenecks.
VMs run atop the Xen [11] hypervisor, even though ECC interacts with the specific hypervisor through an abstraction layer, i.e. the libvirt virtualization API [12] . Xen requires a special Xenaware kernel both on the host and on the guest if para-virtualization [13] is used; only if the host hardware supports hardware-assisted virtualization (HVM), as it is the case with recent CPU [14] [15] [16] , guest operating systems can be executed unmodified. As a consequence, if HVM is not enabled, Windows operating systems cannot be executed, while Linux operating systems must be booted from a Xen-aware kernel.
To run a VM instance, ECC needs separate image files for kernel, ramdisk and root filesystem, which are uploaded by users and retrieved by the system through the Walrus service; kernels and ramdisks can be registered with Walrus only by cloud administrators. This means that it is neither possible to boot a VM from the (native) kernel and ramdisk in the root filesystem, nor to update external kernels and ramdisks without the intervention of cloud administrators. Windows can only be booted using a custom-made kernel/ramdisk combination. Walrus current implementation is extremely inefficient in managing large image files (say larger that 1 GB), since it performs many operations reading the files from and writing them to disk every time, instead of piping all the operations using the main memory and writing the result to disk only at the end.
The image file of the root filesystem partition is acquired immediately before starting a VM instance; a copy of the former (and also of the kernel and the ramdisk) is cached in a directory on the node controller in such a way that a new VM instance of the same type and on the same node controller will use the cached images, thus avoiding the overhead of retrieving them once again. The set-up of the root filesystem image is very time consuming; if it is not already present in cache, the image must be first retrieved from Walrus and saved on the node controller filesystem, then copied into the caching directory, and at last the VM is started. If the image is found in the node controller caching directory, a copy is performed and the VM is started. It is not unusual to have root filesystem large 5-10 GB in size, and the need for multiple copies slows down VM startup times. Figure 2 summarizes the main steps for the deployment of a VM: (1) a user requests a new VM to CLC, (2) CLC authorizes the request and forwards it to CC, (3) CC performs virtual network setup (hardware and IP addresses, and firewall rules) and schedules the request to a NC, (4) NC retrieves image files from Walrus (or cache), (5) NC starts the VM through the hypervisor, and (6) the user logs into the VM.
To test a medium-sized ECC standard installation we have used the cloud resources available from the FutureGrid project [17] , in particular those in the "India" cloud.
One of the first problems we encountered using FutureGrid ECC was the identification of a kernel/ramdisk combination, among those already deployed, working with our own Linux root filesystem image. Using a kernel which is not the one bundled (and tested) with the chosen Linux distribution may cause problems, in addition to the fact that we had to find out and install the corresponding kernel modules.
Another problem that we had to face was the mismatch between the devices referenced by our own Linux root filesystem image, and the para-vitualized devices seen by the Xen kernel.
A simple measure of the time needed to prepare the root filesystem image is the time interval that occurs between instance submission and the VM entering the running state. For a root filesystem image of 4 GB (741 MB compressed) we have measured a start-up time of approximately 5-7 minutes.
Enhancing Eucalyptus
In this section we describe the experiments we have performed and the enhancements we have tested starting from a clean ECC v2.0.3 installation. Such enhancements involve, in addition to the tuning of standard configuration files, both customization/modification of ECC scripts and the application of a couple of simple patches to the source code; the scripts and the patches are available to interested readers [18] .
Service environment
As a preliminary step to our experimentation, we have deployed a new ECC installation starting from sources, where all services, except NC, run on VMs so as to optimize hardware resource usage. The answer to the obvious question, "is VM performance capable of efficiently running ECC services?", is positive at least in the following environment that we have tested:
• VMs are executed on a host supporting hardware-assisted virtualization by using a recent version of the open-source machine emulator and virtualizer QEMU [19] combined with Kernel-based Virtual Machine [20] (KVM); • VM virtual disks are stored in physical disk partitions as logical volumes (LVM) [21] (LVM allows live backups without service interruption); • storage is made available to both Walrus and SC by an efficient network filesystem (IBM General Parallel File System [22] in our case) to provide the necessary disk space and performance (we plan to test the Lustre [23] filesystem, too); and
• VMs use the virtio [24] network and disk drivers.
Hypervisor
The next step has been to replace the Xen hypervisor with QEMU/KVM on node controllers, considered that all recent servers support hardware-assisted virtualization. The replacement is simple since ECC interfaces with the libvirt API which supports both Xen and QEMU/KVM. QEMU/KVM on node controllers is configured to use virtio network/disk drivers. We have performed a set of I/O tests: the combination of KVM on host and virtio on guests, except for some unhappy occurrence of host kernel and KVM modules (e.g. hosts running CentOS 5.7 Linux), guarantees a good guest performance (e.g. latest CentOS 6 and Debian Squeeze Linux, but also Windows XP). ECC over QEMU/KVM adopts a different strategy for VM filesystem layout: the image of the root filesystem partition is converted into a virtual disk image in "raw" format immediately before starting a VM instance and the caching is performed on the virtual disk.
One of the advantages of QEMU/KVM is the usage of standard unmodified operating system kernels both in hosts (only kernel modules are required) and guests (Linux and Windows), thus simplifying host and guest set-up and portability.
In addition, QEMU/KVM allows node controllers to boot a VM using the operating system boot loader (e.g. Linux GRand Unified Bootloader or GRUB) stored in the master boot record of the virtual disk image, and hence to boot the operating system from the native kernel/ramdisk stored inside the root filesystem. In this way users can simply use their own kernels/ramdisks and can update them as needed. Of course, this implies the possibility of uploading an entire virtual disk image to Walrus, and not only the root filesystem image, and ECC allows it.
VM start-up time is another aspect that deserves substantial enhancement. The availability of a network filesystem on node controllers allowed us to configure a centralized caching directory shared by all NCs; virtual disk creation from the root filesystem image stored on Walrus is then performed only once for all NCs instead of once for every NC.
Image format
Unfortunately, a shared cache does not avoid the necessity of copying the virtual disk image from the cache every time a VM is instantiated. In this respect QEMU helped us thanks to the "qcow2" [25] image file format. "Qcow2" is an incremental and differential file format employing the copy-on-write principle of operation; given an initial read-only "raw" image (or backing file), it is possible to create a corresponding read-write incremental "qcow2" virtual disk image pointing to the "raw" backing file. The initial "qcow2" file will be in fact empty (except for some meta-data) and will grow over time only when a write operation is performed on it, while leaving the "raw" backing file unmodified. In other words, the "qcow2" file stores only the differences with the unmodified "raw" backing file. More than one "qcow2" image file can reference the same read-only "raw" backing file, hence the possibility of using the "raw" virtual disk images in the caching directory as backing files for the "qcow2" virtual disk images used by VM, thus avoiding the copy of the whole virtual disk image from cache. The creation of a "qcow2" virtual disk image with a "raw" backing file is very fast (few seconds), and VM start-up times are drastically reduced to a few seconds, if the "raw" image already is in cache (with a shared cache, only the first VM instance of a given type will encounter a cache miss).
Virtual disk performance
No solution is perfect, and the "qcow2" format introduces a penalty in VM disk write performance. To give some numbers, with a Linux ext3 filesystem we measured the following speeds when writing a file of size 1 GB by means of 1024 write and sync operations of 1 MB each: the guest performs at 33 MB/s for a virtual disk image in "raw" format and 19 MB/s for "qcow2", to be compared with the host performance of 39 MB/s measured when writing directly to the filesystem and 33 MB/s when writing to a "raw" virtual disk image.
"Qcow2" with meta-data pre-allocation performs much better, reaching 32 MB/s, but the use of a backing file and meta-data pre-allocation cannot be combined in the current release of QEMU/KVM; the good news is that they will be in the next future. Table 1 summarizes the results of some write speed measures performed on a CentOS 6 node controller (PM) and a Debian Squeeze guest (VM) running on top of it. It may be interesting to notice that VM performance substantially increases when over-writing the 1 GB file previously written (suggesting that allocation of new disk space is one of the factors that limits the performance of virtual disk images): approximately 40 MB/s for both "raw" and "qcow2" images and aligned with native host performance.
An important point to consider when comparing results is the decrease in write speed that physical disks exhibit when moving from outer to inner cylinders. To better understand the data shown in Table 1 , it may be useful to know that sda4 is a 10 GB partition that spans only over the inner disk cylinders, while sda3 is a 180 GB partition (almost empty) whose extension starts from the outer cylinders: this leads to different write speeds, 30 MB/s for sda4 and 39 MB/s for sda3, the outer the better.
The "qcow2" performance problem is more annoying for Windows guests and especially immediately after boot, since this operating system uses a page file located inside its root filesystem; during operating system start-up all process data that are not in active use are written to the page file causing a lot of (slow) writes to the "qcow2" image.
At a first sight "qcow2" performance could be a relevant problem, since in general disk I/O performance for VM is not exceptional (at least when the virtual disk images are stored into files as with ECC). However, we must consider that heavy disk write activity on the VM root filesystem is not recommended anyway, nor it is usually necessary since ECC provides off-instance volumes that can be attached on-the-fly to a running VM instance and be seen as standard disks. Off-instance volumes are "exported" by a storage controller and "imported" by the host running the VM via the iSCSI protocol, i.e. the network, and attached to the VM by emulating a PCI hotplug device. If the storage controller features a good filesystem performance and the network bandwidth is reasonable, volume performance is acceptable: the 1 GB test executed on an attached volume reached 24 MB/s on the guest, to be compared with 25 MB/s on the host. If the storage controller can be attached to a high performance NAS or SAN, a higher speed would be achieved.
I/O barriers
Filesystem performance on Linux is influenced by many factors such as hardware, filesystem type and mount options. In particular, I/O barriers [26] on journaling filesystems (i.e. ext3 and ext4) may substantially slow down sync operations. This point is somehow subtle since different Linux distributions implicitly enforce different default mount options; as an example, going from CentOS 5.7 to CentOS 6.0, the barrier default setting changes from off to on with a considerable performance slow-down for our 1 GB write test (16 MB/s with barriers on and 48 MB/s with barriers off). To recover the previous behavior we had to explicitly set barrier=0 in CentOS 6.0 mount options.
File injection
Related to the "qcow2" image format, is the problem of "injecting" files into a virtual disk image before VM start-up; this technique is used by ECC to customize the VM with a user-generated public key for the root user, in such a way that after boot the user can exploit secure shell to log in to the VM, by using the corresponding private key (Linux only). While the injection of a file into a "raw" image can be performed directly by using the loopback devices, the same is not true for a "qcow2" image. In the latter case we have then resorted to the libguestfs [27] suite.
Porting new machines into Eucalyptus
In our experience, when a user wishes to run guests from its own deployed root filesystem or disk image, he/she may immediately run into troubles, due to the differences in the configuration expected by ECC and the one exhibited by a cloned PM or even VM built for a different environment. In this section we present a to-do list that may hopefully help in the aforementioned task of configuring and running a user-provided Linux guest in ECC. Please notice that not all ECC installations have the same configuration, as the experiments reported in this work should point out. At a minimum, users should be aware of the hypervisor in use, i.e. Xen or QEMU/KVM.
Filesystem layout
In many recent Linux distributions (such as RHEL/CentOS or Debian/Ubuntu), disk partitions are no longer referred to by device in /etc/fstab; labels or universally unique identifiers (UUID) are preferred just because of physical device independence. Unluckily, some cloning tools (most noticeably ECC euca-bundle-vol) do not clone labels or UUID; hence, if /etc/fstab is not manually adjusted in the cloned image, a mismatch occurs and partitions cannot be mounted during VM boot. A similar problem can come about even if /etc/fstab refers to disk partitions by device, since devices usually differ between a running PM and its VM clone or between a running Xen VM and its QEMU/KVM clone; the SATA hard disk partition device /dev/sda1 in a PM may become the virtio disk partition /dev/vda1 in a QEMU/KVM VM or the virtual disk partition /dev/xvda1 in a Xen VM.
Network
Network configuration is simple, since ECC provides the IP address to its guests via the DHCP protocol (on the contrary, host network configuration is quite flexible [3] ): just set the network interface eth0 to acquire an IP address via DHCP; a common error, especially when cloning a PM, is to have a specific MAC or hardware address assigned to the network interface: this must be removed from the network configuration file because ECC assigns its own MAC addresses to guests and a MAC mismatch will cause network start-up to fail.
Serial console
ECC can redirect the output of the VM serial console into a file, which can then be viewed by the user; this may be useful for debugging problems which occur during VM start-up. For console redirection to work, a VM must be configured to write to its serial console, usually by enabling the device /dev/ttyS0 (KVM) or /dev/hvc0 (Xen) in the /etc/inittab configuration file. No serial console configured means no output redirected to the file.
Ramdisk
The ramdisk associated to a kernel image contains the modules necessary to mount the root filesystem during boot; when booting a VM inside ECC, additional modules may be needed, notably the virtio modules if QEMU/KVM is configured to reply upon them. In such a case, the ramdisk must be re-created including the necessary modules; otherwise the boot will fail when trying to mount the root filesystem. A common error is to clone a PM or a VM built for Xen expecting that it will boot as a VM using QEMU/KVM configured to employ virtio: a typical PM ramdisk does not contain virtio device drivers.
Boot loader
Booting a VM requires to specify at least kernel, ramdisk and root filesystem. These boot parameters can be provided off-image by the hypervisor or can be configured into a boot loader such as GRUB, installed on the virtual disk image. Kernel and ramdisk deserve no special care, apart from being compatible with the VM image (do not forget the kernel modules), and users can choose their own configuration both in the off-image and on-image case. On the contrary, the root filesystem parameter requires special attention. While in the on-image case users can configure such parameter by configuring GRUB, in the off-image case it is out of user control, because it is statically configured. Anyway, if there is a mismatch between the root filesystem parameter and the actual location of the root filesystem inside the virtual disk image, VM boot will fail. Hence: (1) if the root filesystem is specified by label, then the corresponding partition must have the same label, or (2) if the root filesystem is specified by UUID, then the same UUID must be present on the partition, or (3) if the root filesystem is specified by device, then such a device must exist in the VM. QEMU/KVM configured for virtio will not boot a VM if the root filesystem is specified as /dev/hda1 since the typical device for such a VM is /dev/vda1; on the contrary, QEMU/KVM configured for IDE disk emulation will boot a VM if the root filesystem is specified as /dev/hda1, not if it is specified as /dev/vda1.
Windows
Windows is not covered in detail here, but unless QEMU/KVM or Xen/HVM are configured to emulate devices known to Windows (e.g. IDE disks), the correct device drivers must be installed. While filesystem layout, ramdisk and boot loader should not require special configuration, almost certainly a Windows re-activation will be required if using a cloned disk image. As far as the network is concerned, DHCP should be configured and terminal services started to be able to log in to the VM through the network.
Conclusion
Eucalyptus Community Cloud is a very interesting cloud-computing framework with promising possibilities, relying on open-source code and on EC2 and S3 API, for which a public specification is available. In this work we have investigated and proposed a number of enhancements and extensions that, in our belief, can make ECC even more attractive for building both private and community cloud infrastructures, but also with an eye toward public clouds.
Many other interesting features can be tested, among others we plan to experiment with the new "qcow2" format supporting both backing file and meta-data pre-allocation, as soon as it is available.
In addition, most of the attracting features that made us prefer KVM over Xen seem to be available in the latest Xen, i.e. version 4, and we plan to investigate the combination of ECC and Xen4 in the next future, even because every Linux kernel from 2.6.39 onwards will contain the Xen hypervisor, thus eliminating the need of a modified kernel in hosts and guests.
Moreover, some of the points covered in Section 5 could be automatically managed within ECC by means of suitable scripts; for example, we already have in place a semi-automatic procedure for installing GRUB to a virtual disk image, and we plan to include it in ECC as a completely automatic operation.
